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Why are maps important in teaching? 

The 2006 National Geographic-Roper Survey of Geographic Literacy delivered some bad news about the basic 
geographic skills of young Americans.  “Young Americans" aged 18 to 24 from the United States were tested on 

geographic knowledge.  Respondents answered about half of all survey questions correctly.   

63% of the students could not find Iraq on a map of the Middle East. 
 

75% could not find Iran or Israel on a map of the Middle East. 
 

Nine in ten could not find Afghanistan on a map of Asia. 
 

Half of the young Americans could not find the state of New York on a map. 
 

In spite of months of media coverage of Hurricane Katrina, 33% could not find Louisiana on a 
map of the United States. 





Learning with Maps 

Students learn about the elements of maps using interesting examples: 
Every map should include a title, a legend or key, a scale, and a directional indicator.  Use this map of 

Narnia from the GRMC as an example.   
(Narnia, GRMC, Ball State University Libraries). 



Use a map of Springfield from The Simpson’s television show to teach students how to 
use a map to follow directions.   

(Guide to Springfield USA, GRMC, Ball State University Libraries). 





Hottest, Coldest, Highest Deepest is a book describing the geographical extremes of the world—
longest river, driest spot on earth, highest mountain.  Teachers could read the book to the class as 
students find the locations in an atlas and mark the spots on a world map.  Learning to transfer a 

location on one map to another similar map is an important map reading skill.   
(Hottest, Coldest, Highest, Deepest, Educational Resources Collections, Ball State University Libraries).   



Teachers could use this satellite map of the world to show students how to transfer points on one map to 
another map.  Students could be asked to identify specific cities, deserts, and rainforests numbered on this 
copy of the map by searching for the locations on another world map or in an atlas.  This map is available at 

http://cardinalscholar.bsu.edu/handle/123456789/193985     
(Earth at Night map, GRMC, Ball State University Libraries).  

http://cardinalscholar.bsu.edu/handle/123456789/193985
http://cardinalscholar.bsu.edu/handle/123456789/193985


http://cardinalscholar.bsu.edu/  

http://cardinalscholar.bsu.edu/
http://cardinalscholar.bsu.edu/




States 
Of  

Amazement 

http://cardinalscholar.bsu.edu/handle/123456789/194491  

http://cardinalscholar.bsu.edu/handle/123456789/194491
http://cardinalscholar.bsu.edu/handle/123456789/194491


Map Searches 

Teach U.S. geography searching for heroes on this GRMC map.  Various heroes (from super heroes to 
firemen to service dogs to Mom and Dad) are located all over this map of the United States.  Make a 

list of the heroes and ask students to identify the states in which they are located.  This lesson 
teaches students the fifty states and the qualities of a hero.  This map is available at 

http://cardinalscholar.bsu.edu/handle/123456789/193984  

 

http://cardinalscholar.bsu.edu/handle/123456789/193984
http://cardinalscholar.bsu.edu/handle/123456789/193984


Using Maps for 
Classroom Games 

Use a map as the foundation for a board 
game.  Groups of students can move a 

game piece through Africa by answering 
trivia or map questions correctly. 

Print off the Africa Trek game created by 
the GRMC and simply draw a path that 

crosses through every country in Africa—
starting in Egypt and ending in 

Madagascar.  As students play the game, 
they will be learning the countries of the 

continent.   
This game is available at 

http://cardinalscholar.bsu.edu/handle/1
23456789/193983  

 
A large copy of the map can be printed 

using the large-format plotter in the 
GRMC. 

  

http://cardinalscholar.bsu.edu/handle/123456789/193983
http://cardinalscholar.bsu.edu/handle/123456789/193983
http://cardinalscholar.bsu.edu/handle/123456789/193983






Brainstorming 
Europe 



Categories of  Europe 

Countries of  Europe 

 

Capital cities of  Europe 

 

Famous people from Europe from history 

 

Famous people from Europe today 

 

Landmarks/places to visit 

 

Movies that take place in Europe 

 

Music groups/singers from Europe 

 

Books/fairy tales from Europe 

 

Languages spoken in Europe 

 

Past or present kings and queens of  Europe 

 









After teaching students to recognize the basic elements of maps and map reading, ask 
students to create a map of their bedroom at home—using a title, directional indicator 
or compass rose, scale, and a legend or key.  Students could also create a treasure map 

with an “X” marking the buried treasure. 

Student Cartographers 



Cartography:  
Creating Custom 

Maps 

After teaching the 
history of a state, 

country, or continent, 
teachers could ask 

individual students or 
groups to create a map 
documenting some of 

the events studied. 

This is a portion of a map of Indiana history from the GRMC created by a sixth-
grade class from Liberty, Indiana.  A similar map could be created today using 

computer clip art images and software.  Other maps of native birds and wildlife, 
U.S. folklore, famous European landmarks, or other topics could also be created 

to serve as a culminating final project.   
 

(Indiana, GRMC, Ball State University Libraries).   



As a final project, students could create an imaginary country—the ImagiNation—and publish a report 
including… 

Location of the country on a world map 

Maps of natural resources, population, climate, topography, wildlife, parks, transportation 

History of the nation 

Government organization 

Flag and national emblem 

Educational system 

Culture:  Music, sports, holidays, languages, art 





Google Maps 



http://www.maap.columbia.edu/




















Mapping 
the World 
by Heart 







H 
I 
S
T
O
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Maps are an excellent resource for teaching history.  The GRMC has a collection of both historic 
and historical maps that can be used for teaching about world, regional, and United States 
history.  This map shows battles of the Civil War, and the GRMC also includes World War-, 
Korean War-, and Vietnam-era maps that can be used to help students visualize history. 

 
(Battles of the Civil War map, GRMC, Ball State University Libraries). 







(Freedom’s Tracks:  A Map of the Underground Railroad, 
GRMC, Ball State University Libraries). 

Mapping the 
Underground 

Railroad 

Working in groups  or individually, 
ask students to study a physical 
map of the eastern part of the 

United States during the time of 
slavery.  Analyzing elevation and 

terrain on the map, ask students to 
create a map of a route that a 

runaway slave could travel from a 
destination in the south to a safe 
haven in the north.  Discuss the 

routes chosen by the students as a 
group.  Then study a map of the 

actual Underground Railroad 
system available from the GRMC. 



Incorporate these stories from the Educational 
Resources Collections: 



Teaching History with the Digital Media Repository 

Sanborn® Fire Insurance Maps of Muncie, Indiana, provide an excellent classroom resource for 
teaching United States history.  (Teachers can access copies of the maps from the University 

Libraries’ Digital Media Repository at  http://libx.bsu.edu/ ).  The Sanborn® Collection includes 
maps of the city from 1883, 1887, 1889, 1892, 1896, 1902, and 1911.  The maps can be used to 

identify the growth and evolution of industries and structures over time. 
Contact the GRMC for information about digital access to maps of other Indiana cities.   

http://libx.bsu.edu/
http://libx.bsu.edu/




Wagon Shop 

Harness and Bicycles 

Stables 

1902 
Muncie: 

Plumber 



1954 
Muncie: 





Mapping Thanksgiving Dinner 





History of Holidays 

(The World of Santa Claus, GRMC, Ball State University Libraries). 





http://www.worldmapper.org  

http://www.worldmapper.org/




Environmental 
Science:  Teaching 

about the Rain 
Forest 

Using the map of South America from the GRMC, Amazonia:  A World Resource at Risk, students 
individually or in groups create a picture book telling the “story” of the Amazon rain forest using 
information and graphics provided on the map.  A copy of the sample storybook is available as 

“Alphabet book” at http://cardinalscholar.bsu.edu/handle/123456789/193988  
 (Amazonia:  A World Resource at Risk map, GRMC, Ball State University Libraries). 

http://cardinalscholar.bsu.edu/handle/123456789/193988
http://cardinalscholar.bsu.edu/handle/123456789/193988






Geography of 
Africa 

Students work in pairs or individually using the 
National Geographic map of Africa to answer 
questions on the Africa Map Search worksheet:  
(As students look for answers on the map, they 
will become more familiar with the countries of 
Africa).  

What country is bordered by Tanzania, 
Mozambique, and Zambia? 
List all of the countries that border Niger: 
What cape is located off the coast near the 
border between Namibia and Angola? 
What country has three capitals? 
What cities in Sudan are located on the Red Sea? 
 

The Africa Map Search is available at 
http://cardinalscholar.bsu.edu/handle/123456789/1

93989  

 

(Africa, GRMC, Ball State University Libraries) 

http://cardinalscholar.bsu.edu/handle/123456789/193989
http://cardinalscholar.bsu.edu/handle/123456789/193989
http://cardinalscholar.bsu.edu/handle/123456789/193989


Geography of the 
Paranormal 

Geography teachers can add interest to teaching 
map skills by using unique reference materials.  
Atlas of the Mysterious in North America is an 

atlas that features information and maps about 
sacred places, earthworks and mounds, stone 

works, haunted places, and mysterious creatures 
in North America. 

Students could use this atlas and similar 
resources to create their own “paranormal” map 
of a place.  For example, students could create a 
map of allegedly haunted places in their home 

state using a blank outline map from the GRMC.  
The student shown is creating a haunted map of 

Indiana called “Eerie, Indiana,” available in 
Cardinal Scholar: 

 
(Atlas of the Mysterious in North America, Reference Collection, 

Ball State University Libraries). 

 





ENGLISH/ 
LITERATURE 

This map of Indiana shows the 
hometowns of authors from the state.  

  
Students could create a similar map of 

the United States showing the 
hometowns of authors or the actual 
settings of novels read by the class 

over the semester or year. 
This map could also be recreated 

using the hometowns of prominent 
people from the state in other fields, 

such as government, sports, or 
industry.   

(Literary Map of Indiana, GRMC, Ball State 
University Libraries). 



http://cardinalscholar.bsu.edu/handle/123456789/194008  

http://cardinalscholar.bsu.edu/handle/123456789/194008
http://cardinalscholar.bsu.edu/handle/123456789/194008




Imaginary 
Places… 

This map featuring the travels of the character Sherlock Holmes and the map of Winnie the 
Pooh’s “Hundred Aker Wood” are from The Atlas of Fantasy.  This atlas features maps of 

numerous imaginary settings from historic and popular literature and is available in the Atlas 
Collection. 









SPORTS 
This map from the GRMC was 

created by the National 
Geographic Society in conjunction 

with the World Cup Soccer 
competition in 2006.  The map 

includes a description of the 
history of the game around the 

world.  Participating countries are 
shown along with the percentage 
of players per inhabitants of each 

country.  The rules of the game 
are described, as well as legendary 

players.  Soccer revenues are 
shown, and past winners are 

displayed.  

Students could create a “World Cup Soccer World Atlas” with 
entries for each country showing the participating nations’ 

population, Gross Domestic Product, World Cup appearances and 
championships, professional leagues, coaches, and prominent 

players. 

(Soccer Unites the World, GRMC, Ball State University Libraries). 



The Geography of the Olympics 

Students can use a world atlas to locate the sites of the Olympic Games on a world map.  
More advanced students can analyze the locations and dates of the Games to answer follow-

up map questions:   

Why were there no Olympics held in 1916, 1940, 
and 1944? 
Name the continents that have hosted the 
Summer Olympics only, the Winter Olympics only, 
and both Summer and Winter Games: 
Name the continents that have never hosted any 
Olympic Games: 
List three reasons that may explain why these 
continents have never hosted any Olympic Games: 
Look at the pattern of dots on your world map.  In 
what hemisphere have most of the Olympics been 
held—Northern or Southern?  Explain possible 
reasons. 

The Geography of the Olympics worksheet is available at 
http://cardinalscholar.bsu.edu/handle/123456789/193993  

http://cardinalscholar.bsu.edu/handle/123456789/193993
http://cardinalscholar.bsu.edu/handle/123456789/193993


This Web page allows you to create maps:  http://douweosinga.com/projects/visited?region=world 
 

Save the map as a JPEG in order to customize it in PowerPoint or PhotoShop. 

Winter Olympic Games Sites 

Summer Olympic Games Sites 

http://douweosinga.com/projects/visited?region=world


Using Football in U.S. History 

Introduce students to the study of United States history or geography by displaying this 
map of current NFL teams.  Ask students to take turns naming a city shown on the map.  
Then discuss with the class the team’s nicknames and how those names can sometimes 
reveal that city’s history.  This discussion stimulates interest in the study of United States 

history and geography:   
Green Bay Packers (meat packing industry); Minnesota Vikings (Scandinavian history of the region); New Orleans Saints (French Acadian 

influence in Louisiana); Tampa Bay Buccaneers (Spanish pirates in the region); San Francisco 49ers (gold rush).  Discuss how the names fit 
original cities like the Baltimore Colts (Maryland horse racing).  Sometimes the names can be combined with NBA teams like the Bears 

and Bulls of Chicago (Chicago market).  Again account for movement—Los Angeles Lakers (originally from Minnesota) and the Utah Jazz 
(originally in New Orleans).  Which cities have NFL and NBA teams?  What does that reveal about those cities?  











Check the GRMC Blog for current events and updates:  
http://www.bsumaps.blogspot.com  

http://www.bsumaps.blogspot.com/




Maps for Exhibits 

http://cms.bsu.edu/Academics/Libraries/CollectionsAndDept/GISandMaps/Exhibits.aspx  

http://cms.bsu.edu/Academics/Libraries/CollectionsAndDept/GISandMaps/Exhibits.aspx
http://cms.bsu.edu/Academics/Libraries/CollectionsAndDept/GISandMaps/Exhibits.aspx






Plotter Printing and Laminating 



The GIS Research & Map Collection is open Monday through Friday from 8:00 
A.M. to 5:00 P.M., but special evening hours can be accommodated for instructional 

sessions, tours, and classroom visits. 
 

Instructional sessions can be accommodated at the Library or in the classroom. 
 

Maps from the GRMC can be circulated for two weeks or longer.  Teachers may 
borrow maps from the GRMC for long-term use in their classrooms. 



For more information about the maps, atlases, and other resources presented in this 
guide or to schedule a class visit, please contact Melissa Gentry in the GIS Research & 

Map Collection in Bracken Library, Ball State University, at 765/285-1097.  Email: 

mgentry@bsu.edu 



Thanks for visiting the 
University Libraries. 

The End. 


